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Abstract; T is a fixed theory containing arithmetic-
For sentences 9?, ip in the language of T,& 4^.f means that 
T with the additional axiom y is relatively interpretable in 
T with the additional axiom f . The structure Vm of degrees 
induced by 4~ is considered and various algebraic properties 
of Vm are exhibited. For example, if T is essentially refle-
xive, then Vm is a distributive lattice with 0 and 1 and no 
element except 0 and 1 has a complement. 
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-•• Introduction* In this paper we consider formal 
axiomatic theories* Intuitively, some of these theories are 
stronger than others. This is certainly related to the que-
stion of consistency. As is well known, all the famous re-
sults concerning the consistency of the axiom of choice, 
continuum hyoothesis and their negations were reduced to 
finding some interpretations. In this work we use interpre-
tations as a mean to explicate the notion that a theory S 
is stronger or more complex than a theory T: it is just in 
the case that T is interpretable in S. In this way we have 
defined a (partial) preorder on theories and we may asjc 
what properties this preorder has. In particular, is it den-
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se?f are there incomparable elements?, etc. 
First of all, let us restrict ourselves to theories of 
the form (T,y ) arising by adding one new axiom to a fixed 
theory T. Hence we define the ordering only for sentences 
of Tt<p£rY iff CT,j>) is interpretable in (Tf^»). The res-
triction to theories of this form is convenient because we 
may consider only one fixed language, and it is also natural 
because it corresponds to the situation that we work in some 
theory and we are interested in the strength of additional 
axioms. Sentences ^ and tp* have the same degree (notation 
<f m-. Y ) if* both €g &^Y and f &~* <p . ¥-. is the set of all 
degrees. ¥ is a partially ordered set with greatest and lo-
west element and it is a lower semilattice where meet is the 
disjunction of sentences. 
Now there are two kinds of questions we have to solve. 
Firstly, questions concerning algebraic properties of the 
semilattice ¥«: are there incomparable elements in ¥„», is ¥„, 
a lattice?, are there compUements in Vm ?, etc. Secondly, 
the questions on syntactical complexity: what is tke simplest 
sentence in a given degree? 
As uo the first kind of questions,it follows from the 
results of H.G. J©roslow CJ 3 that for reasonable theories the 
ordering on ¥«» is dense and that there are many incomparable 
elements. We shall further show that for every degree d^Q^j 
there are degrees incomparable with d. If T is essentially 
reflexive then ¥ is a distributive lattice. No element in 
¥„, distinct from 0 and 1 has a complement. 
If the theory T is essentially reflexive then, further-
more, in every degree in V« there is an arithmetical TL and 
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a 2 * sentence. There are degrees containing neither TL 
sentences nor 5sL sentences, but TL sentences are in V*-, 
cofinal whereas S^ sentences are not. 
J. Ifyeielski's work [MJ is motivated similarly as the pre-
sent paper but the author makes no restriction on theories. 
In his structure every degree contains with each theory T 
many "copies" of T with different language and the l.u.h* 
of two degrees is simply the union of sets of representati-
ves with disjoint languages. If the theory T is essentially 
reflexive then ?m is a substructure of Mycielski s lattice 
according to £y , but I was unable to decide whether also 
l.u.b. 's coincide. 
This paper uses the method of arithmetization described 
in the fundamental Feferman's paper CFJ. It is a continuation 
of papers of B.G. Jeroslow, M. H^jkova^ and P. Hijek. It WQS 
written under supervision of P. Hdjek. 1 would like to thank 
P. Hdjek for the time he spent with me during many valuable 
discussions and for the help with translation of the work in-
to English. 
2. Preliminaries. We shall use the logical system des-
cribed in tVH 1] Chapt. I, Sect. 2.-The reader may omit the 
following part concerning logic but he is supposed to under-
stand the statement wthe theory T contains arithmetic**. For 
example, in the set theory we may use the arithmetical ope-
ration symbols +, • , ',f and form arithmetical formulas. 
The language L of a theory can contain variables of va-
rious sorts which are distinguished by indices ( x* f x* whe-
re if j are numbers of sorts in L). Every theory has one 
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universal sort i such that for every term in LfT H 3-x'*' Ci = 
= X*). We suppose to have fixed one sort as the arithmetical 
sort. Variables withojrt indices will usually be variables 
of the arithmetical sort. 
The language of Robinson and Peano arithmetic has onljr 
the arithmetical sort and operation symbols + , • f
 /
 t 17 . 
For the axioms see [F2„ 
We restrict ourselves to theories T satisfying the fol-
lowing : 
(a) T has a finite language, i.e. finitely many predi-
cates, functions and sorts (we have of course at our dispo-
sal infinitely many variables x^?^^,..# of every sort i) 
(b) T has a recursively enumerable set of axioms 
(c) T contains Robinson arithmetic, i.e. its language 
has the arithmetical sort and the arithmetical operation sym-
bols and all the axioms of Robinson arithmetic are provable 
in T 
(d) T is consistent. 
The notion of interpretation is an obvious modification of 
the corresponding notion for one sorted systems. 
The knowledge of Feferman's paper tF] is assumed. The 
predicates Tm(n) (number n is a term),Fm(n) (n is a for-
mula), Prfrp(n,d) (n is a formula, d is a sequence of formu-
las and it is a proof of n in T) are primitive recursive. The 
predicate Prm(<p) (y is provable in T) is recursively enu-
merable and the relation "(T,y) is interpretable in (S ty)
M 
is recursively enumerable whenever T is finitely axiomatiz-
able, see Lemma 3 in tHH]. The definitions of TT^ and 2 ^ 
formulas can be found e.tf. in tO] and PR-formula a are defin-
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ed in£FJ. The sets 11^and 2Lare closed under conjunc-
tion, disjunction and bounded quantification; in addition, 
TT, and S L is closed under universal and existential quan-
#rv m* 
t i f i ca t ion r e s p e c t i v e ^ . The negation of a TT^,formula i s a 
S^formula and vice versa. The^et PR i s included in 2SL 
and the conjunction, disjunction, negation and bounded quan-
t i f i ca t i on of PR-formulas i s always P-equivalent to a PR-for-
mula, where P i s the Peano ar i thmetic . All formulas without 
unbounded quantif iers are PR. 
The defini t ion of numeration and binumeration are known 
(see [PJ)« A re la t ion i s primitie recursive i ff i t is binu-
merable by a PR-formmla (in any theory). For every theory T, 
a re la t ion is recursively enumerable i f f i t i s numerable in 
T (by a 2.*,. -formula). Every f i n i t e set A * -fa-, , . . . ,a § has 
a natural PR-binumeratioii x = a-jv •••¥ x s a which i s deno-
ted by [A3. 
We shal l use the Feferman's formulas Tm (x) , ¥mt (x ) , 
• 7 * c 7 
St^(x), Prft<sfc(x,y)f Pr U 8 t(x), Cjn^ which are reaJ " x is 
a (formal) term of L ", " x is a formula", "x is a sentence11, 
" y is a proof of the formula xM, "the formula x is provablew 
and "the theory described by o& is consistent". These formu-
las are formalizations of the related meta-mathematical no-
tions. First four of them are PR and binumerate the sets of 
all terms, formulas etc., the formula Pr is 2&* and the 
formula Con is TT^ whenever ©e is a 35L -formula. 
Further we shall extensively use the Feferman's diago-
nal lemma: for every theory T and for every T-formula TJT(X) 
there is a sentence op such that T *~ Cp m i|r (<&*) • 
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3. fhe semilattice of degrees of interpretability and 
its basic properties * In this section we shall give 
the basic definition and collect the most obvious facts. I 
include also some nontrivial results of general character. 
3*1* Definition. Let f be a theory, let K$ f y be sen-
tences in the language of f. tf is said to be f^below nf if 
the theory (f,y) is interpretable in (ffi(r). fhis relation 
is denoted by cp ^«. f • 
3«2- l£fflS* (a) *Y is reflexive and transitive. 
(b) If f t-y-# j then <j> 4*r %f • 
3 - 3 . fheorem. I f both (f &rfs and m # T ijf«§ then 
Cf * T ^ V Y i • 
Proof. For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to the 
case that the language of f consists only of one sort and of 
one binary predicate * . We have two interpretations # and a 
of (ff Gf ) in (f,y4) and (Tffl) respectively and we have to de-
termine a new interpretation X of (ffcp) in (f,fj v f« ), Let 
£ (x) be the definition of the sort x% in Cffipf )§ 4i (x) be 
the definition of the sort x a in Ĉ f̂ a, ) Cthe rangea of inter-
pretations a ,ne). Let l^de^) and l2(x,y) be definitions of € * 
and #a in (fff* ) and (fffk ) respectively. Let us define a 
new sort x^ and new g (in (f, ̂  v f a )) as follows; 
^ • ^ ^ • ( ^ i%E4r*
i;^i')) vClf^&ir2 fc&^e*
1;^}). 
Now it is easy to check that for any formula, jf , 
T» % *- %X m i(* 
and that JL is indeed an interpretation of (ff») in 
(fft$v f2 ). -4 
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The last theorem shows how £._ is related to the Iin-
denbaum algebra of sentences (with contradiction as the grea-
test element). 
3.4. Definition, (a) We say that a sentence ̂  has the 
same degree as if (notation; y » T y ) iff both y * T y and 
r * T 9 • 
(b) The degree Cqp3 of a sentence y i s the s e t 
4«yi y » T Y J • ^
e s e t o f a i l degrees i s denoted by V.j. 
(c) Ijl £r i*tfl i f f <g dtr if « 
3»5« Lemma. ( a ) (y,-,, ^--) i 8 a lower s e m i l a t t i c e and 
(b) <1 » 4 ^ | Ti— 1 ^ 1 i s i t s g r e a t e s t element and 
0 T » 4 qf | (T,gp ) i s i n t e r p r e t a b l e i n T§ i s i t s l e a s t e l e -
ment. 
This i s a eonsequence of Theorem 3.3 abd the f a c t t h a t 
i f (T fifr) i s c o n s i s t e n t and gp * T f then ( T f y ) i s a l s o 
c o n s i s t e n t . The fo l lowing lemma fol lows from Theorem 3.3 by 
elementary l o g i c . 
3*6. Lemma, (a ) Let €f * T i f - Then t h e r e i s a s e n t e n -
ce cp# such t h a t tg mr qp
# and T t y H y
# • 
(b) I f <j> * T i p & l^p then y * T iff . 
(c) I f <y ^ f then t i f—• 9 J - 0 T . 
Proof, (a) I t s u f f i c e s t o choose y#ac^p v ip and use 
3.3 and 3.2 ( b ) . 
(b) Let m * T i f $ 1 ^ | fu r thermore , we have tp *Ttfr te 
I f . By 3 . 3 , we have y A T Cf" St 1 §J ) v (iff 8c 9 } and the 
l a s t formula i s equ iva len t t o i p * 
(c) " y —^ <y -feT p̂ by 3*2 and «p £ T iff by assump-
t i o n . Obviously iff—* p̂ 4 T l i ( f , thus by 3.2 (a) and 3.3 we 
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have y-* *f &f f v lip and the last sentence is of 
degree zero. —| 
Observe that the converse of 3.6 (c) does not hold. Choo-
se a refutable sentence for cp and let f be independent and 
such that (T,"1y) is interpretable in T. Then ttf^ <r tf 1 • ̂ r 
by 3.5 (b)f moreover T H f —> <§ m l y and the sentence If 
is of degree zero by 3.5 Cb). 
The following two theorems were stated in the Peferman's 
paper LF]. Recall that we assume all theories to contain Ro-
binson arithmetic. 
3*7. Theorem. Let x be arbitrary numeration of a theo-
ry T in some theory K. Then there is a finite subtheory F of 
Peano arithmetic such that T is interpretable in KuF4Con S • 
3«8» Theorem, Let K be a theory and let T be interpret-
able in S. Then to every numeration 6* of S in K there is a 
numeration t of T in K such that 
? H C^fef —P CffV^ • 
Moreover, % is a 21-formula whenever 6* i s . I f T i s f i n i t e -
i 
ly axiomatizei we may choose orsrCTS . 
3.9 . Definition - lemma. Let X(M) be &-1 ar i thmetical 
formula. Then (*t 9%) i s an abbreviation for the formula* 
f ( * ) v , * m % m This formula has the following proper t ies ; 
(a) ?l- $p(z)Biffi(^)^(?^%(%^^)mm^g}(4^))
M 
(formalized deduction theorem) 
(b) If % (bi)numerates T in K then (x ,§p ) (bi)nume-
rates (T,cp ) in K. 
3.10. Definition. A theory T is 3E^ -sound iff each 
SL^ -sentence provable in T is true (in the structure N of 
natural numbers). 
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3.11 • Theorem. Let T D P and let t be a ̂ - n u -
meration of T in T. Then * 
(a) If <f is consistent (i.e. if (T,9? ) is consistent) 
then y *-r Qp
i'<%fp * 
(b) If T is St, -sound and both <$ and f is consist-
ent then Cpn^ -~. 8c Con. ««, is a consistent upper bound of 
the set iy, fi . 
(c) tcjm^i* oT? n ^ ] » o T « 
(d) 9 -rT % fc 1 Cfjv^y,) -
(e) If T is finitely axiomatized and g? *-?T f then 
Proof. (a) By 3.9 and 3.7 (T,y ) is interpretable in a 
certain theory Ty P u 4 Cpn(m - ) which is equivalent to 
(TyCon^S) ) because FSPfif. So we have g> ^ C o n ^ ^ a n d 
i t remains to prove tync%ij) $T 9 • Assume ^^^s) ^T & * 
Then c ? n ^ a j is consistent because f i s , and by 3.B (applied 
to (tr,§>)) there is a -3^ -numeration 0 of (T fCon^*j) 
such that T proves Gpn^ s 5 «—*
 cp»^ • This is just the s i tu-
ation excluded by the second G8del's theorem (see tFJ): no 
consistent theory S2P can prove the formula Cpn- whenever 
G is a 2S4 -numeration of S in any FSrS. 
(b) By (a), Gp*W s% & ^9Ii^ s?i * s a n wpper bound of 9* f 
tjf # We show that (?tC9
nfe,9) fc Con,̂  -•*) is consistent. As-
sume the contrary. Then Tf-Pr^ (Tg?)vPr_ (Itf); ,since the 
last formula is S^ , we have fc» Pr^ (sT<jJ )vPr (Ty) by 
3S»^-soundness. Then ^fr^CUp) o r H ^ ( T f ) , for example, 
let t » ^ n ? ) . Let T0 = 4 ^ ! b f (^)i . Then T d i - 1 y and Te s T 
(since each true £4-sentence is provable in Q). Thus T t - 1 ^ 
which contradicts the assumption that (TfC3p) is oensistent. 
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(c) We know f *-Cpn^» ^^wISST) S e e C F 1 # B y C&) a M 
3#2 (b) we have 
ICpn^ ^ T C o n ^ a R ^ ^ COB^ 
so indeed 0^ < T C Cpn^ J . Moreover from "TCpn^ * T Cpn^ 
and ICon^ < T 1 Cpn we get ClCpn^J =- O^ using 3.3 and 
3.5 Cb). 
(d) is a direct application of (c) to the theory (T9%> ) 
and 
(e) is immediate from 3.8. —4 
Theorem 3#11 (b) shows that the greatest degree 4T is 
not a l.u.b. of any two smaller degrees; hence there are no 
"upper exact pairs". The existence of lower exact pairs is an 
easy consequence of the next theorem 3.12. Another consequen-
ce of Theorem 3#12 is the existence of (infinitely many) in-
comparable elements in ? T • Theorems 3.12 and 3#13 were pro-
ved by R.G. Jeroslow in [«J3f the totter had to be sli^itly re-
worked for our puroose. Theorem 3*\4 is my contribution to 
the subject. 
Theorem 3#12 requires some preliminaries. Let B be the 
set of all propositional formula s built up from infinitely 
many atomic formulas ApAg,.** % Boolean operations v f &-
and 1 , The set B can be ordered by " y A. y iff <p is a tau-
tological consequence of f* "• By a natural factorization si-
milar as in 3#4 B becomes an infinite countable atomless Boo-
lean algebra. By a positive element of B we shall mean a (e-
quivalence class determined by) propositional formula not con-
taining the negation sign 
3 #12. Theorem, (a) If T is a consistent theory then the 
countable atomless Boolean algebra can be embedded into VT . 
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More precisely , there is a one-one function f from B to V T 
preferring greatest lower bounds. In particular, for x,ycB 
x *3 y iff f(x) *Tf(y). 
(b) If, moreover, T3P and if tr is a 2E8<f -numeration 
of T in T then f maps all positive members T-below the for-
mulae Con_ • 
For the proof see CJJ. 
3*13. Theorem. Let a theory T be essentially reflexive 
or finitely axiomatized. Then for every a ^ b there is a c & 
* VT such that a< Tc< Tb. 
Proof. By 3.6 (a) we can choose % * a, %f § b such 
that T H 92 -4 f,j . There is a finitely axiomatized theory 
FST such that (F, g?a ) is not interpretable in (T, g?f ). In-
deed, if T is finitely axiomatized, then we may choose FacT 
and if T is essentially reflexive then F exists by Theorem 
6.9 in £F3 and by the reflexivity of (Tf ty ). Hecall that the 
set of all <i?»t4> such that (Ffi$) is interpretable in 
(Tf% ) is recursively enumerable. By the Fefermaji'o diagonal 
lemma we can construct a self-referring sentence *f saying 
"if (F, <g y (q &. f )) is interpretable in (T, ̂  ) then 
(Ff tg ) is interpretable in (T, m v (€g kf)) • Then r̂ * 
* f|l v (cp h Y ) is our required formula . Obviously 0 ^ 
^T%*Tf2ibecause f% I- % »- 9̂  . For the proof of ̂  ̂ T ^ 
and qpfl ̂ T ^ see the analogous proof in CJ3 Theorem 3.2. 
Alternatively f if the reader has [Jl not at his disposal, he 
may extract some information from the proof of our next theo-
rem. H 
3*14. Theorem. Let T be essentially reflexive or fini-
tely axiomatized. Let afb#VT. be such that a*# 1 , b * 0 T .Then 
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there is a c i l , such that c .£- a and b JfT c. 
Proof. Let us choose ^ g a, ^g * b. By the same rea-
son as in the proof of 3-13 there is a finitely axiomatized 
theory F£ T such that (Ff ̂  ' ̂
s not interpretable in T. Si-
milarly as in 3.13, there are primitive recursive relations 
R 1(y f n) and R1Cf fn) such that 
Rt(y fn)v H^C^ fi-) implies y is a formula 
3 n R̂ (g» fn) iff (F, y ) is interpretable in ( T f ^ ) 
3n Ra(tyfn) iff (F, f2 ) is interpretable in (T,y) 
Let the formulas oc(x,y) and t3(xfy) binumerate R^ and R* in 
Q. Let us define a diagonal sentence <p by 
(1) ft H t| » Vf («J (f, y,) ~* %% £ fy ft (§ ,x )) 
We shall prove that <$ determines the required dep̂ ree c. We 
have to prove f 4F T t\ * We shall even prove that (Ff^?) is 
not interpretable in (T,^ ). Assume that it is interpretab-
le by some interpretation ^ . Then 
T>ri H <t* 
hence 
(2) T,^ H Vy,*<**(Q*v,*)-+3»*4* y* ft*(fp, *+) 
and, fur thermore , R- (y fp) fo r some p . Let m be the l e a s t 
auch p . Since 06 binumerates R f we have 
Q r- efr ftp",mi) k VAL ^ m> ~\ QC (<f% AJU) 
Since i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s p rese rve p r o v a b i l i t y , we have 
(3) T , r , H e o * C f * , * ! * ) 
From (2) a id (3) we ob ta in 
T, ^ j H ( 3 * * 6 ^ /i ( § r > * » * 
We have proved t h a t the sentence 3z £t m, /Ifp", z) i s cons i s -
t e n t with the theory (Ffg? ) , hence i t i s c o n s i s t e n t with Q. 
But such a simple sentence i s decided in Q (according to 
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whether 3 n . 4 B IL(y fn) or not). So it is decided! positive-
ly, hence 
C4) l^6ri?vK2(9>,^) and 
(5) Qf- Bz & m [h(ft&) . 
By (4), (F, f% ) is interpretable in (T f y) f but from (5) and 
(1) we can prove 9 in Q. This is a contradiction because f 
was such that (Ff 3^ ) is not interpretable in T. S« we have 
proved that (Ffy ) is not interpretable in ( T f ^ ), hence 
^(<P $n) does not hoM for any nf hence for each n 
(6) Q h lo& (§F> B) . 
I t remains to prove that % ^j <§> . We sha l l again show that 
even (F, <f% ) i s not interpretable in ( T f y ) . If i t were i n t e r -
pretable , i . e . i f Rft(y fin) -̂ o** some m, then for th is 1, 
(7) Q r- (JCgr, m) . 
From (6) and (7) we can prove cp in Q, which is impossible by 
the same reasons as above. —I 
If we choose a = b in Theorem 3.14 we see that to every 
degree different from 0- and 1-j- there is an incomparable de-
gree. 
4. The lattice of degrees of interpretability given by an 
essentially reflexive theory. All results of this sec-
tion concern only essentially reflexive theories. Analogous 
rroblems e.g. for finitely axiomatizable theories remain open-
As is known, both Peano arithmetic and Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory is essentially reflexive. 
4.1. Definition. We say that a theory T is reflexive if 
for every n Tl-C9nCT ̂  ...T is essentially reflexive if every 
extension of T with the sane language is reflexive. 
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Hie following lemma utilizes the fact that if t?(x) i* 
a binumeration of a set T in K then for eveî r n 
K fr- x(x) ScX £ 7*L m iTPm,JCx) , 
see IF], Lemma 4.14. 
^•^* Lemma. Let T2P be a recursively axiomatized theo-
ry and let tf be arbitrary binumeration of T in T. Then 
(a) T is reflexive iff 
T^-Coi*.^... for each n. 
(b) T is essentially reflexive iff for every T-sentence 
cp and for each nf 
T | f l - C w i ^ , ^ • 
In the^emaining part of this paoer we assume that T2P, 
T is essentially reflexive and recursively axiomatized and x, 
is a binumeration of T in T. 
4*3 • Lemma. For arbitrary sentences <ptif y A— y iff 
This is a form of Orey's arithmetical compactness theo-
rem, see CFJ and [HH3. 
*•*• Theorem. Ivery pair of degrees in V-. has a l.u.b.f 
i.e. V^ is a lattice. 
Proof. Let a, b be a given pair of degrees and choose 
%L * a and §L i. b. By the diagonal lemma there is a sentence 
ip such that 
(1) * H y . V * < e * i i , ^ ? ) | ^ 
We shall prove that f> determines the required degree, i . e . 
that if2 - sup <afbf.% the essential reflexivity of T (see 
4.2 (b)) we have 
(2) T . f h ^CZtfim ** mmh n * 
The formula ^n. .. is the antecedent in the formula y ̂  
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hence from (1) and (2) we have for each n 
Now 9^ ^ T Y*
 a n d ^ 2 -t»T y ty 4.3, . hence if is an upper 
bound. Let q, be arb i t ra ry upper bound. By 3.6 (b) i t su f f i -
ces to prove f &T % k ly • Let n be a rb i t r a ry . As % i s an 
upper bound we have (by 4.3) 
(3) T f $ t - Cf^ct^UM, *
 c*futmt§1nm • 
Moreover, by (1), 
(4) f ^ Y r - J ^ c q m ^ ^ 
From (3) and (4) we can prove 
T,JC & "I y H J/y, Cm -c y, % ®?n,(vffn^ 
hence 
and we get f &r ^ Sc 1 f" ^y ^.3. ^^
s completes the proof.-* 
From 4.3 we can (prove that Lyl = 0 T iff for every n f 
proves Con,., -%w-. / Hiis will be used in the proof of the fol-
lowing lemma, 
^•5. Lemma• For every theory T, there is a sentence g? 
such that tfl « tlcpl • O-j- • 
Proof. Let neg (xfz) be a formula that functionally bi-
numerates negation in Q, i.e. for arbitrary formula y f 
CD Q I- mMty, (§fz) s « -* T ^ » 
Let us define a diagonal sentence 9? by 
By (1) we have 
By the ref lexivi ty of the theory (Tf y ) we have 
(3) x f y H &r*>(#^)$n,
 §ov **** n • 
Prom (2) we get 
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(4) T,c- (- Con^---,..- for each n. 
By the reflexivity of (T,"la>) we have 
(5) *,-!<, H ^ ^ ^ . 
By (4) and (5) 
and indeed t l ^ 3 « 0T * Furthermoref by (2) we have 
(6) T, l y K ^ f * % » ) f ¥ * ^ ^ « , T f ) ^ J • 
From (5) and (6) (using the fact that %•<#2%> ̂ ¥%P*"""* ̂ ?*Vr# 
we get 
(7) T . I - h C f v ^ , . . 
And again by (3) and (7) 
Tr-Con,^ «*„- for each nf 
i.e. Cf 3 • 0 T . -i 
If we apply Lemma 4.5 to the theory (Tfy ) we get the 
following 
Corollary. In every degree tfl there are mutually con-
tradictory sentences of the form if k f and *f % 1® . 
4.6. Lemma. For arbitrary sentences $pt y 
T w Cpi^-j^, « Gfw^,f) v Cpn.WfV) . 
Proof. We know that for arbitrary sentences ̂ » %4f %^ , 
Lemma 4.6 is an easy consequence of these facts. —• 
Having Theorem 4.4 in mind we can use in ? T the lattice 
©Derations v (least upper bound, join) and A (meet). Recall 
that if a.bf ?T and <? 6 a, f c b then y v f e a A b (see 3.5 
(a)) and If % f 3 i f tvv-fr by 3.2 (b). 
4*7. Theorem. The lattice VT is distributive. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that a,v(Jb*AG*)m(a, sir) A (ave) 
because the dual distributivity law follows from this one. 
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Moreover, the Inequality £ holds automatically in every lat-
tice. Let us prove ie . Choose f § cuf % & Jlr f%*
c â d de-
.fine diagonal formulas 
By 3.5 (a) and 4.4 we have f̂ vap g JTA ef ̂  s a vir, f2 # a* v & f 
% e o* v ( Jr A c ) and ̂  v f| i (a, vif) A ( a* v c ) . We have 
to prove that 
By 3.6 (b) it suffices to prove 
By 4.3 it suffices to prove that, for each n, 
We shall prove 
and use Lemma 4.6. Let n be given. By the reflexivity of i^f% 
we have 
T»S »- V*»t<t,%i>ii • 
By this and by the definition of jjj we have (using Lemma 4.6) 
T.* <" * » < * # » * * '^ft,*.!* v <**<-,?.) 
hence 
From the definition of ^ , fj we get 
T,1ya, C o r , ^ ^ ft C ? * ^ ^ ^ •- ̂ (tr,^^* ' 
Putting this together we indeed have 
*.*."•%• "1*1 »" ̂ f c ^ M * V ^ f t ^ * ' "• 
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5. Simplest sentences in a degree. The sentence f pro-
duced in the theorem 4.4 was an arithmetical sentence. If we 
take in the theorem 4.4 the same sentence for f^ and j> we 
see that in every degree in V- there is an arithmetical and 
syntactically simple sentence. This contrasts with the fact 
that in the Lindenbaum algebra e.g. of ZF there are degrees of 
arbitrarily high arithmetical complexities and that there are 
also non-arithmetical degrees, i.e. there are set sentences 
non-equivalent to any arithmetical sentence. In this section 
we shall further try to determine for some concrete formula® 
their position in the lattice V--. . 
^•l* Theorem. If T2P is essentially reflexive and recur-
sively axiomatized then 
(a) In every degree in V— there are TT* sentences. 
(b) In every degree in VT there are 2}^ sentences. 
Proof, (a) Let a degree Lfl be given and let % be a 
25..I -binumeration of T in T. Let us define a diagonal senten-
ce f by 
The formula y is It and the proof that f »— c? is analo-
gous to the proof of the theorem 4.4. 
(b) Let tf% f be as above and let us take a sentence 
e X 3/y, (CC^. _ , ^ ft ICjW^-;)^ ) . 
Obviously $ is a 2Sg, sentence and T v- € — f w . So we have 
to prove 6 ;6T f§ By 3.11 (d) f ? T f k C^ti/r^ «j . Further-
more, we have 
T%f i c J ^ l C ^ ^ ^ ) ^ t- 6-
and hence €f .&.-. f • —4 
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5«2« Theorem. Let T and S he theories containing Peano 
ar i thmetic , l e t the induction for a l l T-formulas he provable 
in T and l e t T enable the coding of f in i t e n-tuples of T-ob-
j e c t s . Then to every in terpre ta t ion jfc of S in T titers i s a 
T-formula. m(x9x*) such that 
(a) Ti-t tx3f.K*p C*,»K*) 
(b) T h f ( * v * * ) & f (XX9M*)~--» #1 * *2 
(c) f h f(xfX*) ktf***** ~~*3y- f % f ^ * ) 
(d) for every arithmetical S^ -formula y(x,...) 
T H ^ Cx,**) & ... --> fyfo,.,. ) - * f*(x*,... )) 
For the proof see e.g. CHI. 
If we apply Theorem 5.2 to a 2}«j -sentence j? we get 
f f-j> — • §>* • Hie dual statement for TH--sentence sr claims 
T r- *jr*—> JT . This fact has important consequences. 
5*3. Corollary. Let T have the properties required in 
Theorem 5.2. If y is a T-sentence and j? is a Tl,j -sentence 
then <p <-*--r» f implies T, if h y » 
5*4* Corollary. Let T have the properties from Theorem 
5.2 and let % , % be TX|-sentences. Then 
1% & %1 - t%l v C^J . 
The following definition 5.5 and lemraa 5.6 show the con-
nection that interpretability has to partially conservative 
sentences (studied by 0. Guaspari). 
^•5. Definition [01. A sentence y is said to be Tt|-
conservative over T if for every Tf^ -sentence 3f fT,<f r- Vt 
implies T H *̂ • 
^•^ Lemma LG3. Let T be reflexive and satisfy the as-
sumotions of 5.2. Then <p is TT,.-conservative iff -1̂ 3 = P . 
Proof. T is easentialy reflexive h<*nce '"**¥*mtyfi'(<cm)tm, 
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fo r each n . The sentence Con . . . i s TL hence by the TT*|-con-
a e r v a t i v i t y of f we have T*~ Con. and by lemma 4 .3 i n -
deed i<$l a 0 T . 
Assume converse ly I <$I = 0— . Let ltfb»nr and sr # Tt* * We 
have t o prove I h a r , Let # be an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of (Tfj? ) i n 
T. Then Tf f H ur impl ies T H 5r<* . % Theorem 5.2 o r Corol-
l a r y 5.3 we have T H or\ -4 
5 . 7 . Rosser #s s e n t e n c e s . In the r e s t of t h e paper assume 
t h a t T i s P or ZF and tf i s a PR-binumeration of T in T. Let 
us def ine sen tences m and 5f ( the former us ing the d iagona l 
lemma): 
f m Vy. (3ML (f t ^)~~ f 3% £ /y» Btf^, CIJB, » )) 
#a: V» ( P ^ ( l f » ^ ) - » J ^ . ^ * ^ t t / f i f - ^ • 
To be more exact m i s defined us ing the formula neg ( x , z ) s i -
m i l a r l y as in 4 . 5 . The sentences m and .sr have the fo l lowing 
p r o p e r t i e s 
(a) Cj>]«C"l i r3 4» O r , CljoJ « tor i 4. 0 T 
(b) C0T3 - t f 1 A C#rl 
(c) [Cftt^U » t^>3 v tml 
(d) C ? 3 < tCfw.^3 , tar3 < C Cpt^ ] 
Proof. I t i s wel l known t h a t 
( i ) Trie sentence m i s independent on T. The proof can 
be formalized in (T,Cpn ) and s ince T v-1 *>--* *r we have 
( i i ) T h C ^ t ^ ^ | ? ) J h ^ - f <**Y*,3n
 # 
( i i i ) Tt-Cfw, mg* ic 3T . By Corol lary 5.4 we have 
tCfW-^l - Up] v C-r3 . 
( iv ) T W- f —+ Ctjm^ , T M - - T — * Cf%^ I 
o therwise we would reach a c o n t r a d i c t i o n w i t h the second G8-
del s theorem (using ( i i ) ) . 
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(v) T M - J T 
otherwise we wouM have T H Jt* m Cm,% (by ( i i i ) ) which con-
t rad ic t s ( iv ) . 
(vi) Cf3 + 0 T > C3r3# 0,-
since rt> and or are unprovable TL -sentences, see 5 .3 . 
(v i i ) 1^ -fiT JT, 1ST .^T f© 
since by 3.11 (d) , we have sr ^lOon^^. &T $r and, by ( i i ) f 
we have r M Cfn^ * T ^r & l Cfw^ ^ . 
In f,fr klC&n,^ implies lj& by ( i i i ) . The proof of 
1nr£Tf i s s imilar . Now i t is c lear that tml «= tlsrl and 
Hip] « Carl since T f- l p —¥ ®* • 
(v i i i ) The property (d) follows from ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) . This 
completes the proof. —4 
Let us point out that 5.7 (a) shows that a degree d i f fe -
rent from 0T , 1— can contain both TT. and 2L sentence. 
5.8. The negation of the Rosser's sentence informally 
says "there i s a proof of my negation such that no my proof i s 
less or equal". Let us s l igh t ly change this sentence and de-
fine 
This sentence has the following properties 
(a) tf*T C p u ^ # ^ ) 
(b) 0» A T Cjm^ . 
Proof, (i) If T H i r then T H l C f ^ ^ , By the for-
malization of this fact we have 
(ii) T H Ccm-^---^ -> C - u ^ ^ , 
and by 3.11 (a) we have € A- ^9^^ ZpZ ) ' 
(iii) T r- Om> —»> 1^ 
* tr 
since by Theorem 5.5 in [F1 we have T, 0* {-- Bf C®**) and by 
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the definition of € we have T.^j- B*. (10) , which im-
plies ff € i~ 1 Cf»^ . 
(iv) 6* # T C$mv . 
.Assume 0 * T Ccm^ f Let m be an interpretation of (T,ar ) 
in (TfCpn ). The theory (T,Cpn ) is consistent and it remains 
consistent after adding the axiom of formal inconsistency. 
Thus it will be sufficient to find a contradiction in the the-
ory (TfCon^fPr (1 5on )). Let us work in the tost theory in-
formally. Let y be least such that Prf^( 1 Cpn fy). The formu-
la Prf ... is PR, hence it is 22^ and by Theorem 5.2 we have 
%^y* (a^$%*% *%>*) t where y* is such that «>(yfy*). We know 
that €* f hence 
a**C9t**lTi* ***) k ¥<|* ** n* 1 T#f* (l£*m>% » %>* » • 
Every such x* must be <* y* and by 5*2 (c) there is an x such 
that f(x9x*)* By 5.2 (d) Prf,* H?*,x*9 implies P r f ^ T ? ^ ) , 
since Prf ... is a TX- -formula in P# By (iii) there is a y*A x 
such that Prf^(*iCon ,y') and for this y' we have y'-< y. 
But y was least such that P r ^ (1 Con^,y). This is a contradic-
tion. —4 
5.9. A truth definition for a theory T is a T-formula 
f (x) such that for every T-sentence <p T H <g m T (f) # As 
is known, no consistent theory has such a truth definition. 
On the other hand, the Peano arithmetic has partial truth de-
finitions. More precisely f for every n there is a SSj^-formu-
la Tr^(x) such that for every 23^-sentence <p Ft-y^T/t^f?). 
Let us define the sentences 43^ using the formulas Ti^(x) and 
the natural binumeration 3f of axioms of the Peano arithmetic: 
(••every -Sl^-true SJ^-sentence is consistent with tr " ) . 
These sentences have the following properties; 
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(a) m^tir^ 
(b) I f 0 i s a SS^-sentene© then 
(e) If 0 is a 3g^-sentence then 
P, t*«, *- 6T implies Pf m^ *~ Cfn*mW) . 
(d) There i s no 2-1^-sentence €* such that P, cr i - c ^ . 
(e) P h c ^ a C^-** • 
(f) Each Gfa is consistent with P. 
Proof, (a) is obvious, (b) follows from the definition 
and from the fact that P h ^ i \ ( ^ ) . (d) Assume Pf^t-«^. 
Then, by (b), P, € h ^f^(ww) which contradicts the second 
GSdel's theorem, (e) The interesting direction is Con-+ m^. 
It is a consequence of the fact that Pi- §t^ 6c) It Ihu 6c)~# 
^f"^w(x) which is a generalization of the Peferman's theo-
rem 1.5 and is proved by induction on complexity of formulas 
(in P). (f) It is sufficient to prove Zf I- m^ for each n. 
Let us work in ZF informally • Let N be the structure of na-
tural numbers. N is known to be a model of the set f x| at (x)f • 
By induction on complexity of formula s we can prove (all in 
ZP) that St* (*)-• ("%. (*) m H t* *)- . We Bee that e-
very 22^-true 28^-sentence x hoMs in N, hence N \m (wt M ) p 
hence C p n ^ ^ . -f 
We see that every cJ^ is a TT^-sentence which is not 
S ^ in P. The &L and &)„ have analogous properties also in 
v 
5* 10* Theorem, (a) There is no 2EL -sentence 6* such 
that c4| £sp 6" « In particular, the degree tCon 3 contains 
no 2S,j -sentence. 
(b) The degree t &s ] contains no TI\ -sentence. 
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Proof.' These are consequences of 5.3 and 5.9 (d). In 
(a) use the fact that G^ < Tf̂  and in (b) that T^ £ 23-. —f 
Now our picture is almost complete. Every degree con-
tains TT̂  and 385 -sentences. By 5.10 (b) not every degree 
contains TE- -sentences, but by 3.11 (a),(b)f T^ -saftences 
are cof inal in ?T. On the other hand 2L -sentences are not 
cofinal in Vp (by 5.10 (a)) and this can be generalized also 
for IL- • % 5.8 it is not true that every 2EL -sentence is 
T-below the sentence 0©n . A degree containing a TT^ -sen-
tence may contain a S L -sentence (see 5.7) or may not (see 
5.10 (a)). 
&* Problems. The only question concerning simple formu-
las in a degree reads: must a degree containing a 2? ~se, 
tence contain also a TL -sentence? 
We close this paper by collecting soire further open pro-
blems. The most important question we have left op^n reads: 
Is VT a lattice for finitely axiomatizable T ? In particular, 
is Ŷ g a lattice? As a consequence of the proof of the theo-
rem 3.4.1 in £YHZJ we have the following fact; If £ (x) is 
the natural binumeration of ZF and ZF H y—> Vx ^^ffU(€w)^mmm> 
—* Gm^--^ ) then y d&^ f , It follows that the sentence 
produced in 4.4 is an upper bound also in ?̂ « . Other open 
problems ares is every c€ ?T, c4»-^ a l.u.b. of two smaller 
degrees?, is every a4»dfflT one member of a lower exact pair? 
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